Māori oral histories from the northern South Island of Aotearoa-New Zealand provide details of 25 ancestral experience with tsunami(s) on, and surrounding, Rangitoto (D'Urville Island). Applying an 26 inductive-based methodology informed by 'collaborative storytelling', exchanges with key informants 27 from the Māori kin groups of Ngāti Koata and Ngāti Kuia, reveal that a 'folk tale ', published in 1907, 28 could be compared to and combined with active oral histories to provide insights into past 29 catastrophic saltwater inundations. Such histories reference multiple layers of experience and 30 meaning, from memorials to ancestral figures and their accomplishments, to claims about place, 31 authority and knowledge. Members of Ngāti Koata and Ngāti Kuia, who permitted us to record some 32 of their histories, share the view that there are multiple benefits to be gained by learning from 33 differences in knowledge, practice and belief. This work adds to scientific as well as Māori 34 understandings about tsunami hazards (and histories). It also demonstrates that to engage with Māori 35 oral histories (and the people who genealogically link to such stories) requires close attention to a 36 politics of representation, in both past recordings and current ways of retelling, as well as sensitivities 37 to the production of 'new' and 'plural' knowledges. This paper makes these narratives available to a 38 new audience, including those families who no longer have access to them, and recites these in ways 39 that might encourage plural knowledge development, and co-existence. 40
Developments in political, epistemological and methodological theory from a range of disciplines are 179 relevant to research that explores the potential of indigenous narratives to inform about 180 environmental histories and extreme disturbances such as tsunamis. A key debate relates to how 181 knowledge is constructed and legitimised, including whether a meaningful transfer of knowledge 182 between different knowledge histories can occur (or alternatively do harm) when removed from its 183 cultural context. As Mikaere (1995) argued, the outcomes of early 'research on' Māori (or rather the 184 inaccurate recordings and imaginary portrayals of narratives) rendered oral histories as "fantasy" and 185 resulted in "epistemological disarray". Bishop and Glynn (1999) contend that this reflected the 186 inadequacy of non-Māori to understand and accept the nature of Mātauranga Māori. Whatever the 187 case may be an ongoing challenge is to understand that narratives embedded within indigenous 188 knowledge systems provide more than alternative sources of information or even alternative 189 perspectives (Binney, 1987; Smith, 1999; Mead, 2003) . Rather they have their own purposes, which 190 may include devices that help to establish meaning for discrete and repeated events through time 191 (Masse et al., 2007) . 192
According to Cruickshank (1994) , debates or understandings about knowledge construction are as 193 much about "epistemology" as they are about "authorship". She explains that for many Indigenous 194 peoples there is a reluctance to analyse and publicly explain the meanings of oral histories as this 195 takes away from the value and different messages that come from listening to repeated tellings from 196 family and extended kin, in place. This contrasts with a scholarly approach which encourages the 197 scrutiny of texts, and contends that by openly addressing conflicting interpretations, meanings can be 198 determined to enrich understanding. Many Indigenous commentators are thereby challenging 199 researchers within the academy of science to reframe how they construct and use knowledge. This 200 includes the treatment of Indigenous experience and knowledge as archaic and unchanging which 201 can, without consequence, be used by science to produce "authoritative" and "universal" insights 202 (2016: 3) argue "scientists have to learn to see our own privilege, our own context, our own deep 204 colonizing. We have to learn to think anew -to think in ways that take seriously and actually respond 205 to information, understanding and knowledges as if difference confronts us with the possibility of 206 thinking differently". 207
The production of knowledge is deeply entwined with power relationships and who holds control and 208 authority over knowledge and its applications (Stephenson and Moller, 2009 ). This challenge is based 209 on the premise that power underpins the place of science in contemporary society, and that the 210 narrators of science (and history) ultimately hold power, whether knowingly or not (Johnson et al, 211 2016) . Indigenous commentators (and others) have discussed legacies of extractive research practice, 212 whereby non-Indigenous researchers have treated the holders of Indigenous knowledge as if they 213 have no moral or legal rights to decide how it will be represented or used within the wider world. 214
Such practices have often resulted in leaving those studied disenfranchised from the knowledge they 215 have shared (Kovach, 2009 ). Indigenous scholars have thereby mounted a critique of the way history 216 has been told from the perspective of the colonisers -and this has resulted in debates over who gets 217 to frame and legitimise knowledge, whose voices are prominent in these discussions, and for whom 218 the writing is being done (Smith, 1999) . A number of scholars have also challenged the notion of 219 including 'voices' in projects that aim to speak (or write) on behalf of 'others' (Howett and Suchet-220
Pearson, 2003). For example, Coombes et al. (2014, 849) argue that "research that took the once-221 radical step of 'giving voice' now patronizes and silences those whose voice is quite capable of self-222 expression". While we recognise as researchers and authors the contradiction in the work completed 223 here, we acknowledge at the same time the collaborative basis of the research and the contribution 224 such grounded histories provide to scholarship. 225
In response to these histories and ethical challenges, all of which are taking place against a broader 226 background of indigenous self-determination and cultural affirmation, there is increasing recognition 227 11 of 'decolonising' and 'counter-colonial' research methodologies that seek to reframe and transform 228 the way research and knowledge is produced (Smith, 1999; Mead, 2003; Kovach, 2007 This research applies an inductive-based methodological approach informed by 'collaborative 241 storytelling' to consider the meaning and memorials presented in the 'Rival Wizards' narrative. The 242 methodology does not fit neatly into any category, but draws on decolonising research approaches 243 (Smith, 1999; Kovach, 2009 ) and grounded theoretical principles (Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Pidgeon, 244 1996) , while simultaneously seeking plural spaces of learning (Howitt and Suchet-Pearson, 2003 ; 245 by Kaupapa Māori research principles (Smith, 1990; Te Awekotuku, 1991; Smith, 1999; Mead, 2003) . 247
All informants were assured of their right to maintain authority over their contributions by reviewing, 248 editing and approving the 'new' narrative produced through this work. The National Institute of 249 Semi-directive individual and paired interviews with 20 key informants from Ngāti Koata and Ngāti 253
Kuia were used to discuss the construction, key elements and purposes of 'The Rival Wizards' 254 narrative. In advance of all interviews a copy of the 'Rival Wizards' story (Grace, 1907a) was provided 255 to all informants from Ngāti Koata and Ngāti Kuia. Interview participants self-selected and/or were 256 recommended by participants and extended family members. Each session lasted between 0.5-2 257 hours and was attended by a research facilitator. All interviews were electronically recorded. Analysis 258 of interview material was inductive and consisted of (i) 'content analysis' whereby ideas or words 259 were identified along with the frequency of their use, (ii) 'thematic analysis' whereby the principal 260 elements emerging from the data were examined and sorted, and (iii) cross-checking the integrity of 261 emergent ideas and interpretations through follow-up discussions with key informants with 262 adjustments made where necessary. Central to these analyses was an emphasis on participant views 263 about the narrative (rather than the meaning the researchers brought to the research 
268
An abridged version of the Rival Wizards story is outlined below to provide context for the 269 summarised commentaries that follow. Importantly, in abridging the story, we are mindful that where 270 one chooses to begin and end a story can alter its shape and meaning, and so we encourage a reading 271 of the full story as published by Grace (1907a) . The story begins with Rongomai, a "wizard-chief" renowned for being able to shape-shift from 274 monstrous to human form. One day, with his revered greenstone fish-hook (named Huakai after one 275 of his most famous ancestors) Rongomai paddled from his island settlement of Motiti to the shore of 276 the mainland opposite the settlement of Motu to fish for hapuku [wreckfish] and kahawai [A-NZ 277
13 salmon]. Boastful of his prowess as a fisherman Rongomai soon lost Huakai to a large fish, leaving him 278 miserable and despairing. Te Pou, the rival "wizard-chief" from Motu, watched these proceedings 279 from the shore. Famed also for his shapeshifting capabilities, Te Pou waited until after dark and then 280 stepped into the water turning himself into a shark and searched for the coveted hook. However, 281
Rongomai initiated an immense fishing haul, and relocated 'Huakai'; although there was 282 consternation at a large hole in one of his nets presumably caused by a shark. Te Pou was furious at 283
Rongomai for having found 'Huakai', and for almost having been caught in his fishing nets. Vowing 284 revenge, Te Pou later swam to the village of Motiti and in the middle of night he thrust a burning stick 285 into the thatch of Rongomai's house. Rongomai's human form was burnt and he was thereafter 286 confined to an aquatic existence as a veracious and malevolent salmon. The fish from the coast near 287
Motu were soon thereafter driven away by Rongomai, and then while swimming, Te Pou's son, 288 Kopara, was eaten by Rongomai. The mourning Te Pou subsequently planned a great farewell for his 289
son, but realising the scarcity of fish he transformed himself into a porpoise and travelled to have an 290 audience with Tangaroa, the supreme ruler of the sea. Here Te Pou requested that all the salmon 291 over whom Tangaroa held sway to come to Motu, be summoned to the mouth of the river, to weep 292 for his son. Tangaroa agreed to the request, but also indicated his interest in joining the occasion. In 293 reply Te Pou acknowledged the great pleasure this would bring, but he cautioned that the water at 294
Motu is hardly deep enough, with extensive mudflats and the river so shallow that it would be a most 295 inconvenient place for Tangaroa. Returning home Te Pou advised his people to prepare their nets for 296 the fish that would come, advising that he expected the pick of three fish for his own use. Standing on 297 the shore Te Pou proceeded to say incantations while Titipa, the next chief in command and secret 298 rival, ignored Te Pou's requests. When the great haul of fish was pulled ashore, Te Pou returned to 299 inspect the catch only to find Titipa claiming it. Te Pou therein warned all to stand back from the 300 beach as three great waves were called forth, advancing and receding from the beach, eventually 301
taking Titipa with them. The story ends with Te Pou selecting the three largest fish from the collective 302 14 haul, gifting the first to his son and the sea, the second to his wife, and the third for himself, ending 303
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The published version of the 'Rival Wizards' story (Grace, 1907a) was "not known" by the informants 307 from Ngāti Koata and Ngāti Kuia prior to the formal discussions carried out for this study. There were, 308 however, many repeated qualifications about parts of the narrative being very familiar. Independent 309 of one another, informants from both kin groups initially expressed "I am not familiar with the story", 310 "the story does not ring a bell for me", "I've never heard our people talk about it" and, among others 311 "the first time you gave me the story is the first time I had come across this". There was, however, 312 suggested that he may also have lived at Taranaki for a while). According to Grace (1907b) and/or moved away from the Island, thereby taking many of their stories with them. One informant 331 also remarked that, "Some of our old people were cautious about who they told things to, so they 332 never told them". Other explanations for not knowing the 'Rival Wizards' story included reference to 333 changes in the resident population of Rangitoto following the arrival of the first Ngāti Koata peoples 334 and thereafter the broader social-cultural changes stemming from the arrival of the first missionaries. on the work of other ethnographers of the time (Mikaere, 1995; Smith, 1999; Haami, 2012 Many of the informants expressed familiarity with the places and contextual details described in 350 area, not just a specific place. Alternatively, another informant from Ngāti Koata offered that "just 372 because people don't know this name 'motu' it doesn't mean that there wasn't a place called motu, 373
but the name may have been buried or usurped by new peoples coming in…". Given these initial 374 commentaries, there was general agreement that the story was derived from (and/or around) 375 Rangitoto but it was not possible to confirm any specific location. 376
The (Figure 1 ). The same informant emphasised that these places were not regarded 385 as separate by the people living in these areas and that any attempts to locate places referred to in 386 the story need to understand that the sea connected all the islands and the mainland as well as the 387
settlements situated along their coasts. The informant added "there is another place on D'Urville 388
Island which is in the Manuhakapakapa Bay. The water there and particularly Opitiki Bay was heavily 389 populated pre-Ngāti Koata and probably even Ngāti Kuia…and the water there is shallow". 390
Specific reference to a "river" at Motu also led some informants to contemplate the absence of rivers 391 on the Island as well as the neighbouring mainland. While this was inexplicable for some, informants 392 from both Ngāti Koata and Kuia recounted that the extensive use of geomorphic names such as 393 'sounds' and 'arms' across the northern South Island today refer to locations that were traditionally 394 referred to as awa [river] . For example, "Te Hoiere -is a good example of that. Today we talk about 395 the Pelorus River and Pelorus Sound, as opposed to Te Hoiere being one big entity into the Cook 396
Strait. Even some of the place names through the sounds Awaiti and Awanui, they were calling arms 397 at the time also, so even if we were thinking about D'Urville Island and Port Hardy and Greville 398
Harbour and all of those places, there are lots and lots of little arms all over the place [that would 399 have had names]" (Figure 1 ). Such contextual nomenclature may thereby explain the use of the term 400 'river' in the story. 401
18
Ancestral protagonists were another common element discussed by all informants. However, it is 402 important to qualify that most key informants from Ngāti Koata either declared no knowledge of the 403 names or that the names (or at least some) pre-dated the arrival of Ngāti Koata people to the region. Thereby, any attempts to historicise elements within the story based on genealogy would more likely 415 than not result in looking for detail that is not there. Two commentaries summarise these sentiments: 416 "Such stories were not necessary told in a linear fashion" and "The stories don't follow linear ways of 417 telling a story and that is important because you can have different ancestors from different times to 418 celebrate those people, to remember them, to remember a lesson… so they are not forgotten". In 419 this way, it is the protagonists rather than chronological dimensions of time that are of most 420
relevance. 421
Other contextual aspects in the story considered relevant to connecting the narrative to the Rangitoto 422 "Kaikaiawaro is our kaitiaki [person, group, being that acts as a carer, guardian, protector and 459 conserver] and he takes the form of a dolphin". Further still, the familiarity with these elements in the 460 story extended to recognition among many of the Ngāti Kuia informants that they were descendants 461 of Kaikaiawaro, and that he is present in their genealogy as an ancestor rather than an Atua. As an 462 informant declared, "Yes…when I was reading that Te Pou goes to visit Tangaroa and he transforms 463 himself, it was like, we know that because Kaikaiawaro who is in our whakapapa as a person, could 464 manifest himself as a dolphin… We are the descendants of Kaikaiawaro". calling forth catastrophic waves, many informants from Ngāti Koata and Ngāti Kuia regarded this 468 account as most likely referencing direct experience with past tsunami inundation. However, almost 469 all of these informants openly acknowledged that they did not know where this story occurred and/or 470 when it happened, and that the narrative was being told within a framework of deities and super-471 natural humans with influence over the elements. Consideration of the narrative as a tsunami 472 tradition also led several of the informants to note similarities with the destructive waves described in 473 another story from Moawhitu [Greville Harbour] on the western side of Rangitoto (Figure 1) . 474
According to these commentaries a tsunami, possibly occurring in the 1400s or 1500s, drowned 475 nearly all people living around Greville Harbour, and their bodies now lie in the surrounding sand 476 dunes. For example, "Yes, there was a great big tidal wave. I heard it when I was a kid. necessarily be referring to Moawhitu, but rather the Manuhakapakapa area due to the strong 500 references to kahawai and the abundance of people in the area: "This certainly could have been a 501 place where that korero might have been had". In contrast, Otu Bay and Skull Bay were also identified 502 by other informants as equally likely sites referenced in the story. As noted earlier, one Ngāti Koata 503 informant reflected that the name motu might have not only been used in a general sense but also to 504 reflect that there are many places here that were likely affected by the extraordinary waves described 505 22 in the story and so a generic settlement name was used to capture this. Whatever the case may be, in 506 considering the specific sites and sources for the Rival Wizards story there was widespread agreement 507 (although not total) that the story and its elements derived from Rangitoto and the connected places 508 and peoples that surround the northern South Island. As one respondent noted, "It's definitely got 509 the feel that it comes from this place". 510 researchers from the academy of science is to go beyond traditional methodological approaches and 556 24 assumptions about research which select and frame stories from the point of view of the dominant 557 culture. Further, we concur with Johnson et al. (2016: 3) that a reframing of science is needed 558 whereby "one is drawn to the wider value of a dialogue across knowledge systems that is humble, 559 respectful and hopeful; which recognizes not only the need to acquire knowledge, but also the need 560 to transform and respond to different knowledges, understandings, meanings, and opportunity". 561
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Although, we simultaneously acknowledge that this is deeply challenging because the research 562 structures around us constantly push and pull us to neglect and compromise these values, ethics and 563 practices. Further, we recognise that research framing will not solve all the problems associated with 564 the hierarchies of power and knowledge production (Mustonen, 2014) . 565
Notwithstanding these ongoing tensions, engaging in this work can help to promote "plural spaces" of 566 learning that contribute to the reclaiming of stories and culture as well as the development of new 567 Māori to inform the earth system sciences about extreme hazard episodes and risk along the A/NZ 574 coastline over the past 1000 years (King and Goff, 2010; King, 2015; King et al., 2017) . Such work 575 however will require greater attentiveness to relationships among people involved in the research, 576 including the need to be aware of contemporary developments in political, epistemological and 577 methodological practice. 578 8. 8. 8.
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579
Working alongside key informants from the Māori kin groups of Ngāti Koata and Ngāti Kuia this work 580 confirms Māori ancestral experience with a past tsunami, possibly multiple events, on, and 581 surrounding, Rangitoto (D'Urville Island). While it is not possible to draw any firm conclusions about a 582 
